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goals
1 To give a basic knowledge of the discipline of landscape architecture based on theory and practices

- Lectures on theory
Starting from a short historical review, we discuss on the concept of Landscape, reflecting in particular on 
the changes in the contemporary approach design after the Landscape Convention (2000)
- Lectures on pratic and technic
To give practical information on some themes (roof garden, vertical garden, community garden…) that 
could be also useful for the Lab Project

2 it aims to develop skills to integrate landscape architecture to different disciplines (urban and 

architectural design) as usually happens in professional practice, especially at urban scale

3 To develop a master plan at urban scale being able to integrate 3 disciplines (town planning, 

landscape architecture, architectural design)



topics
Landscape: concept and application
concept of Landscape in Italy and abroad, and its application (laws, practices….)

Brief history of Landscape Architecture 
from ancient Egypt, Iraq, Greek and Roman gardens to 19th and 20th century…..

Reference Authors
Some protagonists of the 19th and 20th century as Pietro Porcinai, or F.L. Olmsted ….

Reference Projects
Some urban landscape project of the late 20th century and contemporary examples: from La Villette to High Line 

Green system/Green infrastructure
Linear open space systems allow penetration into the urban fabric and contribute to the environmental 
readjustment of settlement.

Boundary Landscape 
Instruments to plan peri-urban landscapes, for their readjustment and regeneration 

Themes
Urban farming, community gardens, pocket gardens, urban greenways, gardens in motion, guerrilla gardening, 
vertical gardens, roof gardens...

Principles and elements for design 
Design principles and elements: soft-scape and hard-scape, vegetation, paving, furniture
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1 preliminary exercise
During the course, there is a mid-term examination. As the students attending the course are coming 
from different countries, the preliminary exercises are thought to share this cultural heritage 

One or two A3 sheet, saved as image (jpg or pdf) with good resolution but NOT too heavy!

Every work is presented to the class, each student share to the others this information, helping to a 
deeper knowledge about the many different cultures.

This work is individual.
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You must deliver it by e-mail within the day before the public presentation in classroom



For me a good landscape project is…
Analytic schedule on a landscape project or a landscape architect

The exercise is a brief research on a garden/park/square/system of urban space/plan.....that the

student considers representative of the idea of “good project of landscape” and also it could be

representative of his/her own country, but students can choose freely the example, not strictly linked

to their own countries. Could be also a research on a landscape architect. Projects must be

contemporary or dated in the second part of the XX century

Preliminary exercise



Lab. final project: a project in an urban area

To develop a complex neighborhood project (master plan) which works at different scales and mediates 
between different problems

a project for the rehabilitation o a public housing neighborhood in the periphery of the city of Prato. The 
topic will be developed in coordination with the municipality of Prato and with the managers of the public 
housing heritage of Prato. 

students must develop a vision of new structure and organization of open spaces that combine existing 
open spaces with projected ones.

methodology: analysis, diagnosis, design

After have done some analysis to identify the key characteristics of the landscape (open spaces survey), 
students define the strategy and the mail goals (landscape quality objectives) and draw the master plan of 
the area (scale 1:2000, 1:1000). Then, they go deeply to a part of the neighborhood and they develop it 
through plans, sections, details, views (scales to be defined).

Lab final project is a team work (max 3/4 students per group, different nationalities)
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Analysis

Open Space Survey (analysis and diagnosis):

To identify the key characteristics of the landscape. All the open spaces (= empty areas) are represented

- structure of the existing greenery

representation of the existing vegetation: essential basis on which the project is founded (trees, lawns, hedges and
shrubs only if they are very extended)

- functions and roles of existing open spaces

use of open spaces, both public and private

- Connections

system of circulation and accessibility es. footpaths, trails, points of aggregation …

- Values

Historic-architectural values (monumental buildings, attraction points …) and natural values (gardens and parks...)

- visibility and perception
footpaths, trails, points of aggregation, rows of trees, visual lines, emerging elements, detractors ...

Diagnosis
critical issues and potentialities
barrier, use interrupted, marginal places or without character, items to enhance and strengthen ...

Project (master plan)
Vision of new structure and organization of open spaces that combine existing open spaces with projected ones

Scale: 1:10.000/1:5.000/1:2.000/1:1.000

1

2

3



Examples of the preliminary assignment



STUDENT: Sofia Lalli 2015



STUDENT Lucia Chirichello



STUDENT Alessio Ferroni 2016



STUDENT Chiara Baldi 2016



Examples of Laboratory work



Course 2015_2016 students Catani Guercio Golrokh Karimpourfard Mehrdad Open space survey



Functions and roles of the existing open spaces



critical issues and potentialities



Structure of existing greenery



Structure of existing greenery



Strategy at urban scale
To enhance exiting resources
To recognize a “structure of open spaces”

Strategy 



Master plan



Project: details



students Patiniou Chirichiello de Ruvo KhoshtinatMaster plan



Project: details



students muzio_serano_veselvskayaFunctions and roles of the existing open spaces





Strategy 



Master plan



Project: details



Master plan Course 2017_2018 Students Fezinehad_Darvizeh



Master plan



Course 2017-2018 Students: Sepide Tabaiee-Soroush Safei- Darvizeh Mehdi- Riazi ShahinOpen space survey



Master plan



Project: details
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